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	Complete audio systems to meet all your needs: from simple direct connect stock modified to full on custom installs, we've got the combination you need...
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	Big power does come in small packages: 120W-400W 2 channel Class-D power amplifiers designed to fit inside your fairing...
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	Authentic Hawg Wired wiring and installation kits are the way to go for mounting and installing our amplifiers. Do it right the first time...
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	Get the music to your ears: 50-100W ratings, coaxial/component, 2/4/8 ohm designs for every application, speakers for audiophile expectations...
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	Put the high's up where they count with modular component tweeter mounting solutions: Gauge  mounted, fairing mounted, grill mounted...
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	Complete installation kits that make audio system upgrades and radio conversions a simple plug and play affair...
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	Where would we be without them? Speaker grills and conversion kits, brackets and installation accessories, this is the place...
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	Direct connect audio systems and speakers for your Victory motorcycle. Plug in and enjoy the ride.
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